THE 6 D’s

The task force will be engaged to take ownership and responsibility in the plan’s vision. The process begins with a clear definition of the DREAM and continues through DISCOVERY of important facts, issues, and opportunities.

These steps lead to DESIGN of desired outcomes and DISCUSSION of these designs for further evaluation. The next part of this design process is to DOCUMENT an actionable, prioritized set of implementation plans that can help establish frameworks. DIRECTION is then provided during the construction phase.
PROGRAM ELEMENTS

Message wall and canvas
Framed views to building and waterfall
Display of victims’ names and photographs
Fence surrounding building and controlled access
Protection of sign
Two points of access
Shade and comfort
Seating
Landscape area
Art exhibition
Flower area
Place for visitors to leave offerings
First responder tree
Defined edges
Lighting
DESIGN GOAL
To provide organization to the existing site with well-defined and maintainable edges for people to pay respects until such a time that the construction of the memorial begins.
VIEW FROM W. ESTHER ST.
INTERACTION

Highlights of how visitors would use the site

INTERACTION

Canvas wrap around base of sign for visitors to leave messages

SURVIVOR GROVE
Tree grove provides shade and respite for comfort and gathering

OFFERING WALL
Creates a space for visitors to leave flowers and other offerings in honor of the victims

FRAMED VIEWS
Framed views to the building allow for moments of reflection and remembrance

VICTIM NAMES AND PHOTOGRAPHS

MURAL
Compelling and highly visible graphic from Orange Avenue

MESSAGE CANVAS
Canvas wrap around base of sign for visitors to leave messages

ORIENTATION WALL
Introduction, proper conduct and requests

BENCHES
INTERACTION

EXPRESSION

DEFINING MOVEMENT

COMFORT

TEMPORARY
Organize a framework for visitor interaction with the site.

Serpentine ribbon provides building security while guiding visitors through the site.

Lower perforated walls provide a sense of privacy and enclosure while allowing for visibility across the site.
GROUND PLANE

Provides a sense of movement throughout the site while being easily maintained and durable.

- **PROPERTY LINE**
- **PLANTED AREA**
  - Defines site edges
- **ARTIFICIAL TURF**
  - Allows for respite and gathering
- **ASPHALT**
  - Painted existing asphalt provides durable walking surface
- **AGGREGATE**
  - Replaces existing turf/damaged asphalt with durable surface
LIGHTING

Provides high visibility and transformation from day to night

WALL UP-LIGHTING
Allows for walls to change color at night

EXISTING SIGN LIGHTING
Opportunity for added lighting

LIGHTED BENCHES
Provides interactive accent
VIEW 2 FROM ORANGE AVE. (proposed interim design)